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Drag Bingo



Drag Bingo

The Globe Girls are a captivating collection of drag artists which is so much more than just

some cheesy entertainment. The Globe Girls create a totally different concept to the world

of drag and entertainment. The Globe Girls have travelled throughout the UK and

Internationally, providing the perfect mix of sophisticated humour, fun and glamour. Using

an online platform of your choice to host the bingo session, your group will be sent a link

pre-event to join, along with their unique set of bingo cards! They will be sure to get

peoples cameras turned on within minutes of them being on the screen.

Includes:

• 3 x Globe Girls (works really well as one hosts whilst the other two perform)

• Dance Routines

• 1 Game of BINGO

• 6 Fun Prizes (posted to winners)

• Sound operator

• Sound system and microphones

• Backdrop

• Duration: 60 mins
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Comedy Show



Comedy Show

We have an amazing new live comedy show, just in time for Christmas... Choose your

favourite chair, sit back, relax, pour a drink, all you have to do is Laugh Out Loud! These

comedy shows have all tech provided, virtual private link is sent in advance, intro and

outro with music and host, plus four performances from professional stand up comedians.

Choose between a performance live from the comedians homes, or from a live studio set

up. 80 Mins approx show length in total with flexibility to personalise your show with music

requests, photo montages, personal shout outs etc. All attendees have video and sound

on to make it like a real comedy club.

As so many of us are spending more of our days attending virtual work meetings, we've

found it's an important time to add an element of fun, surprise and energy. And there's no

pressure to say anything, just kick back and have a laugh!

Please CLICK HERE to see a demo video.

https://youtu.be/4QLyLmIZmcI
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Live Music



Live Music Performances

Our musicians are part of an amazing group called TOTEM, and are comfortable playing in

any style, so feel free to throw us your music choices in funk, jazz, swing, pop, mo-town,

rock, house, musical theatre, hip-hop, disco, soul (the list goes on) and we’ll be happy to

accommodate you. There is also the TOTEM Gospel Choir who offer a contemporary

repertoire and original arrangements. The Choir are available for virtual performances

where they will perform live. Lyrics can also be sent out prior to the event so everyone can

get involved and sing along!

Please CLICK HERE to watch a video of the group performing.

Option 1: 

• Rat Pack Singer

• Sound and Lighting

• Camera and Filming

• Professional Studio

Option 2: 

• 4 Piece Gospel Choir/ Main Choir (can do Christmas Carols)

• Sound and Lighting

• Camera and Filming

• Professional Studio

https://vimeo.com/297055065
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Virtual Karaoke



Virtual Karaoke Party

Having hosted events across the globe for hundreds of thousands of happy party people,

Chrissy now brings her immersive experiences online for companies wanting true connection

and a brilliantly fun time for their team. As a professional singer and comical, energetic host

Chrissy combines her vocal talents with her MC'ing skills to create an interactive online

experience unlike any other, bringing each theme to life with props, graphics and a brilliant

selection of hit songs.

Chrissy hosts several rounds of musical fun that includes karaoke sing-alongs, brilliant dance

offs, name that tune with a live saxophone, rapid fire rounds and random hilarious Chrissy

questions. The games get everyone singing, dancing and interacting in a relaxed and

humorous way, to give people a chance to connect and engage with their colleagues and

bring out the Christmas cheer in everyone

Includes:

• Your host Chrissy

• Live Saxophonist

• Disco Elf

• Technician

• 1 hour show

Please CLICK HERE to watch Chrissy’s Ibiza Theme live in action, or CLICK HERE to watch 

Chrissy’s Movie Night Theme!

https://vimeo.com/449324298/db8a9d64f9
https://vimeo.com/438592038/952172d0b3


Themes

80’s Après Ski Party
Host Chrissy will take guests on a virtual Christmas party experience with the best in hit 80's music with singing, dancing
and all out prancing to bring on the Christmas cheer in full force. Get ready for mega renditions of Last Christmas,
Stay Another Day and All I want for Christmas, along with your favourite 80's hits from Prince, Madonna, Duran Duran,
Elton John, Whitney Houston and many more! Think 80's headbands, fluorescent wrist bands, giant goggles, crazy
colourful jackets, fun wigs - anything that takes your rock star fancy! Then let the bottles pop, as we hit the virtual

slopes for a night of epic 80's style Christmas cheer, complete with sing-alongs, dance-offs and a whole lotta lycra!

Winter Wonderland
Chrissy will kick off the Winter Wonderland event bringing everyone together with a live vocal musical performance.
This will be followed by some random funny Christmas themed trivia, then Chrissy will lead everyone in a brilliantly fun
Christmas sing-along, with karaoke, dance offs and party games to get everyone right into the Christmas party spirit.
Songs include Last Christmas, Stay Another Day, All I ant for Christmas, Fairytale of New York, Do They Know it's

Christmas and many more! Crack open a cocktail, grab your snack and put on your Christmas accessory, it's time to
celebrate in the merriest of ways!

Movie Night
Get your popcorn ready, fill up your champagne glass and get set to bring out your inner Beyoncé for the Hollywood
Movie Night! This immersive game includes the most spectacular films and theme songs of all time. Guests will be
singing answers, dancing for bonus points and performing to win the honour of being the popcorn throwdown movie
night champion of the world! Featured films include Ferris Buller's Day Off, Dirty Dancing, Guardians of the Galaxy,
Groundhog Day, Saturday Night Fever, Muriel's Wedding, Frozen and many more!

Ibiza Party
Pack your bags and get ready to take flight to Ibiza! Having performed at festivals such as Lovebox, Shambala,
Snowbombing, Burning Man and of course - pool side in Ibiza - MC Chrissy combines her DJ prowess with her house
inspired vocals to bring the best in Ibiza classics hits to get the virtual dance floor pumping. With Ibiza themed games,
live vocals, instrumental performances and a banging sound track featuring the best in 2000's dance tracks, this

virtual party will leave guests on an energised happy high.
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Mind Reading Show



Mind Reading Show

Bring your team together to witness an incredible mind reader and mentalist. This interactive show is

guaranteed to enthrall, amaze and leave everybody guessing how it can be done! This slick

performance is delivered with razor sharp wit and a deceptive mind, engaging with every member of

the audience to make the show fully interactive. We can also offer an online Mind Class, teaching the

secret art of body language, influence and persuasion, lie detection and negotiation techniques.

Please CLICK HERE to see a demo video.

https://vimeo.com/438932393/cfb6606010
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Virtual Pantomime



Virtual Pantomime

Event Overview

Guests are invited to a show like no other. Using multiple cameras with a variety of angles

fed directly into Zoom, the audience will be able to share every gasp, laugh & dramatic

moment. There is even the chance for guests to play a part. Four actors and a technician

will host and perform Cinderella & Dick Whittington Climb the Beanstalk to Neverland. The

actors will be live 'on stage'. With lots of traditional pantomime interactivity, guests will be

treated to a comedy show, a lot of silliness, some WOW moments and the chance to

interact. We have successfully combined panto slap stick fun with a touch of a Whodunit

and the chance for audiences to pitch their sleuthing skills against each other when they

are split into teams to decide which person committed the HO HO Homicide.

What Happens on the Day?

The event starts with the first of two murders and an investigation takes place where your

guests will be 'interrogated'. After many twists and turns, clues and red herrings there will

be another murder witnessed before we split you up into groups for a review of the clues

that are sent through to everyone, team discussion before you tell us Whodunit & the big

reveal. The whole event will take around 1.5 hours in total to allow time for everyone to

get online, greet each other with a pre-murder drink and for the Whodunit to take place.

We then leave you to chat together afterwards. No one knows who gets murdered or who

the killer is and there will be two murders of the night.
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Christmas Edition – Around the World 
in 80 Minutes



Christmas Edition – Around the World in 80 minutes

Event Overview

With so many presents to deliver in one night ,and his elves busy at the workshop, Santa needs

some additional helpers to assist him on his journey around the world. In this festive, virtual

event, teams must work together to understand the traditions of Christmas in each location

whilst completing challenges along the way. The race is on as the first team to make it back to

the North Pole with the best challenges will been listed to help Santa on the big day. With only

80 minutes to get around the world, will your team be crowned the official Christmas elves?!

What Happens on the Day?

Each person taking part in the activity will receive a link via email to a meeting on Zoom (or

other online platform). All Christmas themed activities, the elves have set a number of

challenges which will vary from performing the very best rendition of a Christmas hit to dressing

up in the most festive attire you have after all, the elves need to ensure that Santa has the very

best recruits. Efficient and particular, the elves aren’t easy to please; back at the North Pole

they will be keeping a close eye on your answers and scoring teams points for their answers

and challenges. Teams will receive points for the questions they answer as well as the tasks

they complete. Each team will be assigned a separate break out room where they'll be able

to talk to each other about the challenges and confer on answers; before teams send across

their answers and challenges through our platform and email. It is a race against the other

teams! The first team to make it around the world and arrive in London first win the bonus

points and will be crowned the winners!
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Christmas Musical Bingo



Musical Bingo

Event Overview

EVENT OVERVIEW Listening to all the greatest Christmas hits, our Musical Bingo is the

perfect festive activity to get the team together and feeling in the festive spirit. Hosted

through Zoom, your group will be split into teams where they will work together to be

the first to call out BINGO.

What Happens on the Day?

Teams will be invited to a zoom call where they will be welcomed by our bingo host.

After a briefing, our team of event managers will divide the group into teams and put

them into separate breakout rooms. These breakout rooms will be your own smaller,

more manageable team. In the 1st round, teams will each be given bingo sheet with

song titles and artists names on. Listed cryptically, teams must decipher the song titles

and artists which will be displayed in a range of anagrams, to emojis, even riddles for

each song. Teams will be invited back into the ‘main room’ where your event host will

play the songs for each round in a random order. The team that gets bingo first must

send a direct message to the host so we have it to the second. Points are awarded

throughout the event for who gets Bingo first. Points are awarded throughout the event

for who gets Bingo first. The team with the most points after all the rounds, are declared

the winners! At the end of the event all the scores are totalled up with the winning team

receiving a prize.
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Cocktail Making



Christmas Cocktail Masterclass:
Whether you are learning a new skill or engaging with your friends, clients or colleagues, this virtual event is the perfect end to a
day spent in lockdown. Our master mixologist will take you through the steps to recreate iconic cocktails and mocktails, a well
as giving you the chance to create you’re very own cocktail.



Example Cocktails:

Tommy Margarita
A modern classic variation on the classic Margarita. Tommy’s Margarita is a crisp blend of tequila.

Freshly squeezed lime and agave.

Irish Julep (non alcoholic option available)
We mix Irish whiskey, apple juice, honey and mint for a refreshingly sweet smash with that herbal kick.

Old Fashioned
Angostura bitters, sugar and a generous helping of bourbon are all slowly stirred together with cubed

ice in a short glass to create the perfect classic cocktail, garnished with an orange peel.

Kiwi & Cucumber Martini (non alcoholic option available)
A summery twist on a classic refreshing kiwi is combined with cucumber, vodka, and fresh pressed

apple juice.



Example of box sent to previous client:



Sustainable Brown Packaging:



Premium Box:



Premium Box with Branding:



Example Prep Card



Example Ingredients Card



Example Menu Cards



Example Menu Cards
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Gingerbread Creations



Gingerbread Creations

Event Overview

Christmas isn't the same without a traditional creation of a Gingerbread House! Teams join

our flamboyant host in his virtual grotto get festive, creative, and even a little technical by

assembling and decorating gingerbread structures!

What Happens on the Day?

We’ll post out kits in advance of the event containing everything needed for the activity

including pre-baked gingerbread “flat packed” slabs, cake boards and royal icing to

assemble their structure. Guests will use royal icing to stick the pieces together and piping

nozzles, sweeties, toppings and glitter to make their gingerbread building into an edible

winter wonderland! Guests will be guided through each step and we’ll give advice, tips and

techniques so that each guest can create something spectacular as well as learning

professional icing skills to use back home in the kitchen. At the end of the activity, guests can

present their creations and, as an optional competitive element, we can judge a winner and

send out a prize in the post.
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Murder Mystery



Christmas Themed Murder Mystery

Event Overview

Prepare for a gripping hour of mystery and murder. You’ll be on the edge of your seat as the

plot thickens! This is a brilliant virtual option for fun team-building events, an activity that will

have your group trying to solve the mystery in an highly interactive problem-solving activity

designed to test your crime-solving skills. Teams will need to work together to unlock and

examine key evidence such as witness statements and suspect interviews, using augmented

reality to reveal hidden information along the way. Teams will explore the crime scene via an

interactive map, having to complete tasks and challenges which will help them acquire

evidence and assist with the investigation.

What Happens on the Day?

Hosted via video conference, our virtual event manager will set the scene with a tense virtual

briefing, giving teams as much information as possible about the crime. Teams will then be

faced with a series of witness cards and a floor plan of Cadaver Manor. Using your own

smartphone devices, you’ll work your way through a myriad of clues by tapping on the

different rooms and witness cards throughout the game. You must examine evidence and

liaise with key witnesses in order to piece together the sequence of events that unfolded at

Cadaver Manor. There is a real sense of urgency in this case to start ruling out suspects and

catch the killer. The aim of the game is simple; piece together the evidence, catch a killer and

solve the crime, all before you run out of time.
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Virtual 12 Days of Christmas



Virtual 12 Days of Christmas

Event Overview

Taking you back to your childhood, this activity will have you singing along to the song

12 days of Christmas no time! Working together in teams, you'll be completing

challenges relating to each of the 12 days of Christmas. Points will be awarded based

on creativity so get your thinking hats on and come up with some whacky, out of the

box ideas to impress the judges!

What Happens on the Day?

Hosted via video conference, our virtual event manager will set the scene with a

virtual briefing and divide the group into smaller, more manageable teams. Each team

will have their own breakout room which they can use to answer the challenges.

Working together, challenges will be associated with each verse of the song.

Challenges will begin to get harder and some careful planning and delegation

between team members will be key! You must complete each challenge before you

will be able to move onto the next challenge. From leaping lords to laying geese and

everything in between, you are certain to get in the festive spirit with our unique spin

on this great song.
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Virtual: At The Races



Virtual: At The Races

Event Overview

At the Races, is a popular virtual activity, offering a fun filled race afternoon or evening, which

brings all the excitement of a day at the races to your event. Using ‘Fun Money’ & our themed

race programme you will be guided through the racing action. The event can be run as a

team competition or on individual merit. All the action takes place in our themed virtual

paddock, with our virtual ‘bookie’ hosting each race.

What Happens on the Day?

The experience starts with an intro from our themed ‘bookie’. He’ll explain the rules, the odds,

and the form of the horses for each race. After an ice breaker game on our virtual race online

platform, the group is divided smaller, more manageable teams where they will study the form

and make their bets! It's back into the main room where all teams come together to watch the

race. Teams will be rewarded their virtual fun money if their horse wins! Studying the form is

important though, as any team that runs out of their initial virtual bankroll will have penalty

points will be deducted from their final score! Each race is a close finish. Your audience will be

in fits of excitement cheering on their runner. It’s then onto the next race! Virtual horse racing is

a close as it gets to the real thing. It’s an experience that’s ideal to connect people in an

immersive, pure fun team experience.
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Virtual Bake Off



Virtual Bake Off

Event Overview

Team stuck at home? Don’t worry, we’ll come to you! This is a home digital bake, where

we send all the ingredients and recipes you need through the post, and a head baker

hosts you and your team for a very special baking event. We sort out all the fuss. All you

need to do is get in the competitive baking spirit! Are you ready to roll up your sleeves, put

on your apron, and get cracking?

What Happens on the Day?

We will arrange a date and time for us to lead a live zoom feed from the baking tents,

where a Head Baker will host you for a very special bake along and talk your team through

baking their popular 2 hour bake, complete with a judging at the end and a prize for the

winner!
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Virtual Cookery Class



Virtual Cookery Class

Event Overview

Need some inspiration in the kitchen? Learn a new skill and prepare something super

tasty for you, your partner or friends with our virtual cookery class. Chillisauce send

everything to your house in preparation for your online class with one of our chef

facilitators. All you need is what we send you, basic cooking utensils and a screen!

What Happens on the Day?

Prior to the event date, each participant will receive a hamper delivery full of

delicious ingredients, personalised welcome note and instructions and other goodies,

depending on the package chosen. All ingredients are personalised to the menu

and dietary requirements. We do not send out fresh ingredients such as meat or fish,

and ask delegates to purchase these in advance to the activity, hence why we

send hampers at least 5 days prior to the event. On the day, we ask all delegates to

join us on a Zoom call (or other platforms available) and set up near your cooking

station. We will live link our live chef demonstrating the tutorial from their professional

kitchen too. Follow all the steps and make sure you prepare everything to the best of

your ability as there is a winning prize at stake! The winner will be announced based

on the best design and presentation of the dish.
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Virtual Escape Room



Escape the Virtual Room

Event Overview

We combine our interactive app with video conferencing software to bring you the latest

in collaborative, virtual team building. This is a highly engaging activity which will see

teams having to work together, problem solve and communicate to escape the virtual

room! Working in remote teams, they will need to unpick evidence, unravel cryptic clues

and avoid the curveballs that will be thrown at them along the way!

What Happens on the Day?

Hosted via video conference, our virtual event manager will brief the group on the

activity. Teams will then be faced with a locked study that they must virtually break out of

before they run out of time. Using their own smartphone devices, participants will work

their way through a myriad of clues by tapping on the objects throughout the room.

There's a huge variety of content to keep teams engaged. Using image recognition and

augmented reality technology, teams will have to scan the right objects via our Escape

website to unlock tasks, challenges and codes in order to break free! They must progress

through the three stages of the game as quickly as they can, while correctly completing

questions and challenges as they go. Teams who employ a thoughtful strategy and

manage their time carefully shall prevail. The aim of the game is simple; solve the clues to

crack the code and break free, all before you run out of time.
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Virtual Festive Quest



Virtual Festive Social

Event Overview

EVENT OVERVIEW We combine our interactive app with video conferencing software to

bring you the latest in collaborative, virtual team building. Our mix of festive-themed

trivia challenges and fun, creative tasks ensures there’s something for everyone, and

most importantly allows people to participate from the office or home, in person or

virtually - everyone can join the fun! The aim of the game is simple… Score as many

points as possible before you run out of time! Working in remote teams, you will need to

decide upon the best answer to each question to win maximum points. Team strategy is

the key to winning this challenge; players must communicate and work with the other

remote players in order to progress. All whilst racing against the ticking clock!

What Happens on the Day?

Our game will include 75 minutes of:

Festive trivia

Individual and Team photo and video challenges

Community challenges where you all come together at various points throughout the

game

Singing and laughter!

Grand finale to crown your winning team
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Virtual Jolly Jumpers



Virtual Jolly Jumpers

Event Overview

What better way to get into the Christmas spirit than making your own Christmas jumper? A

great activity for a little bit of friendly competition as the person with the best Christmas jumper

will receive a prize. For every jumper painted another jumper is donated to charity so you can

do your bit for charity whilst enjoying the festivities.

What Happens on the Day?

We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing everything needed. Guests will receive

a jumper, fabric paints, brushes, sewing kits and embellishments such as sequins, pipe cleaners

and pompoms. After drawing out their designs, teams then use the paints and materials to turn

their plain jumper into a fabulous festive fashion accessory, or the most cringeworthy Christmas

jumper they can think of! At the end of the event, guests can present their jumpers in a virtual

fashion show and, as an optional competitive element, we can judge the best (or worst!)

design as the winner and send out a prize in the post.
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Virtual Photobooth



Virtual Photobooth

Event Overview

Virtual is the new normal. But have no fear you can still have a photo booth at your

conference, activation or event with our cloud based virtual photo booth. Your guests and

target audience can take part using their own device no matter where they may be in the

world.

Virtual Backgrounds

With our virtual backgrounds we bring the backdrop to the users. No need for green screen

either, our smart background removal technology automatically replaces the user’s

background with yours.

Photo, Boomerang and GIF

Much more than just a photo op. Let users create compelling sharable content with custom

GIFs and boomerangs. All with options for branding and custom overlays.

Fully Branded

Make the booth your own. We can customise the user experience inline with your brand from

the screens to the email and even the domain. Of course the images are also fully branded

too. Our booth becomes your booth.
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Virtual TV Quiz Show



Virtual TV Quiz show

Event Overview

Roll back the years with our best of TV Tastic quiz show. From Who Wants to be a Millionaire to

Catch Phase, keep your team engaged and communicating throughout their virtual activity.

This event is equipped with a quiz master, green screen backdrop, staff for scoring and tech

team to ensure you enjoy the full experience.

What Happens on the Day?

Our quiz host will introduce themselves and brief the group on the activity. We will divide the

group into teams and put them into their breakout rooms where they can communicate and

answer questions from each round.

Popular rounds include:

• Who wants to be a Millionaire

• Never Mind theBuzzcocks

• Question of Sport

• Family Fortunes

• Countdown

The whole event will be run by a fun quiz master with green screen which will include

interactive elements so that people can engage with the quiz master. Members of staff will

be marking throughout to ensure a fair winner as well. This is the perfect activity for

communication and engaging your team whilst working from home!
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Wreath Making



Wreath Making

If you are interested in making a traditional Christmas door wreath, then this is a must do

activity. Our team will demonstrate how to moss and dress your wreath with a large range of

decorations, including fruit, fir cones, baubles, cinnamon sticks, ribbons and glitter, and then

help you to dress your wreath in your own style all from the comfort of your own home. You’d

be amazed at your inner creativity.

Includes 60 minutes of:

• Green screen virtual grotto through Zoom (or similar)

• Experienced florist host to run the activity

• Hamper sent to UK addresses (and international, please ask for more info)

• Hamper to include foliage, decorations and all equipment needed

• Aftercare information

• Full set up and management of the activity

• Prizes for the winning wreath
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Uptown Go Virtual



Virtual Events

Uptown Events has been working on corporate events for over 20 years. We have a large client base
including a number of very large global companies who we have supported for their events throughout
the UK and globally. We are trusted with our clients to manage their events and have changed our
business due to Covid-19 in order to continue to support our clients virtually.

Uptown Events owns a large amount of AV equipment and has invested in more production since
March 2020 in order to support the new requirements of the virtual events. We have also invested a
large amount of time to understand the range of platforms available and what the limitations are for
each. We are familiar with a variety of platforms after having produced a wide range of virtual events
for our clients. We have the experience to recommend the right platform for each event we are
involved with.

The Uptown Events studio is also available for us to stream our live events. This is fully equipped with
the lighting and sound as well as the streaming equipment. A similar studio could also be set in our
clients’ offices or homes should this be required. We have a very experienced technical team who have
worked on many virtual events even before Covid-19 changed the world!

Our Virtual Event Services
For a number of our clients these have been the requirements from us:
- Planning meeting for the event
- Management of the technical content for the event to produce a technical running order
- Management of speakers/ entertainers to include a test run before the event to eliminate any 

potential technical issues
- Management of the stream for the event
- Filming for any pre-recorded videos which would appear to be live
- Help desk/ hotline for assistance logging in on the day from an Uptown team member
- Gifts/ branded merchandise/ snack packs to be sent to attendees in advance
- Event branding such as lecterns and backdrops for our studio set up
- Furniture specific to event requirements can be sourced for studio set up



Recent Virtual Clients:

AWS

BDO

British Friends of ALEH

Elliott Advisors

Grief Encounter

JAMI

Norwood

ORT

Schonfeld

In addition to the above, 
we have been producing a 
number of AGM’s for our 

private equity clients. 
These have been a 

mixture of hybrid and fully 
virtual events.

Previous Events

Uptown Events has a great deal of experience with virtual events consisting of:

Corporate AGMs:
Uptown Events have been producing a number of virtual AGMs for our private equity clients
and these have been streamed on a webinar platform. We have been involved in producing
content for the events as well as the live stream. These have been a mixture of hybrid and
fully virtual.

Team Building:
We have produced a large variety of virtual team building events this year to help our clients
keep their staff engaged and motived throughout lockdown. These have ranged from a
virtual away day, cocktail masterclass and interactive bingo. A recent event we produced for
one of our clients brought together staff in New York and London who were able to work in
teams on the virtual away day challenge. These events have ranged from 30 participants to
over 500.

Virtual Awards:
We have produced a number of virtual awards which have been a mixture of pre-recorded
content and live footage. Our studio is set up for the awards events with the large LED
backdrop. We can produce pre-recorded content when the winners are announced to be
mixed into the live footage and then go live to the winners remotely.

Charity Events:
We have a great deal of experience at Uptown with working for charities and ensuring the
events are within budget and also professionally delivered. For a recent charity event we
created a bespoke website and we streamed the event live to the site. The bespoke website
ensured that the Charity had full control of the branding and the features of the website.
The website design and hosting as well as the filming and editing was all managed and
created by our in house team. We have been fortunate to work with a large number of
charities during the period since Covid 19 and are proud to be supporting their events.
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Virtual Event Platforms

We have had a great deal of experience with a number of virtual event platforms, and have listed some of the platforms we have been
working with below. As well as these platforms, we are also very familiar with Zoom, and have used the platform for many events. The
breakout rooms are a great feature for teambuilding events. We have also planned many events on the Zoom Webinar platform. With all the
platform options, Uptown Events would manage the presenters and content for your event. Uptown Events would arrange rehearsals and tests
with any remote presenters in advance. Uptown Events can also edit any pre-recorded footage.

Webinars and Webcasts: WorkCast
WorkCast is a secure and cloud-based solution for webinars and webcasts which allows us to host these events online seamlessly. There are no
downloads, plugins or barriers. Delegates just need a device with access to the internet. There is no facility for delegates to network at the
event. This is purely a solution for a virtual event to be viewed.

Large virtual events which need to include networking: Hopin
Hopin is a premier platform for events that require the ability for attendees to network, Hopin events have a live video chat and ways to meet
people and connect within the platform. The Hopin platform is secure and we can make the events private and password protected or hidden
and invite-only. The platform is branded for your event and style.

Fully Virtual and Hybrid Events: ReAttendance
ReAttendance is one of our preferred platform partners for fully virtual or hybrid events that require attendees to network, host exhibitions
and conferences. ReAttendance have their own inbuilt live video chat, networking function and fully interactive exhibitions floor. Being able to
have multiple live streams and rooms running simultaneously ReAttendance is the most flexible and engaging virtual events platform on the
market. You can also use the other platforms such as Vimeo, YouTube, Soundcloud and Zoom integrated within the ReAttendance site should
you wish to have it integrated within your schedule.

Fully Virtual and Hybrid Events: SpotMe
SpotMe is one of our preferred platform partners for fully virtual or hybrid events that require attendees to network, host exhibitions and
conferences.

Which solution is right for your event?
Please contact one of our virtual event planners to discuss the options for your event. We would be happy to demo some of the platforms and
advise on what solution would be best suited for your requirements.




